
 
Parada 
Pagbagay ng “Tatsulok” ni Bamboo 
 
[Unang Taludtod] 
Pantas bilisan mo bilsan mo ang sipsip 
Ilangan mo ang pagsikat sa inyong pangigninip 
Pantas sumali ka magkalat ng teoria  
Bagong kilaka at malaganap na salita. 
 
[Palawang Taludtod] 
Pantas makinig ka wag kang magpahuli 
Baka makalimutan maiwan sa tabi 
Pantas alam mo ba kung anong sagot-sandata 
Sa di matapos-tapos na hila at hila 
 
[Koro] 
Alam mo kakamping-isip di tiyak yan kakampihan 
Pero may ibang palagay siya’y din nakaranasan 
Hangga’t palaging binabagong kalakaran 
Bola-bolang paksa ang iaatupag diyan 
Habang may parada nang mag nag-iisa  
Dating kaalaman nabubura. 
 
[Tulay] 
Iligtas ang paglikha ng mga dalubhasa 
Ang dating aklatan ngayon pinag-siga 
Pantas kumilos ka basahin ang totoo 
Ibat-ibang pananaw kailangan ibuo.  
 
[Koro] 
Kesyo kakamping-isip di tiyak yan kakampihan 
Pero may ibang palagay siya’y din nakaranasan 
Hangga’t palaging binabagong kalakaran 
Bola-bolang paksa ang iaatupag diyan 
Habang may parada nang mag nag-iisa  
Dating kaalaman nabubura. 
 
[Ulitin ang Koro] 
Kesyo kakamping-isip di tiyak yan kakampihan 
Pero may ibang palagay siya’y din nakaranasan 
Hangga’t palaging binabagong kalakaran 
Bola-bolang paksa ang iaatupag diyan 
Habang may parada nang mag nag-iisa  
Dating kaalaman nabubura. 
 
Habang may parada nang mag nag-iisa  
Dating kaalaman nabubura. 
 
Dating kaalaman nabubura. 
 

Parade 
Adaptaion of “Triangle” by Bamboo 
 
[First Verse] 
Scholar hurry up and absorb it to a T 
Remember your dreams of rank and celebrity 
Scholar come join, come spread the theory 
Emerging talk and pervasive ways to see. 
 
[Second Verse] 
Scholar listen, don’t let yourself fall behind 
Maybe be forgotten and left on the wayside 
Scholar do you know the answer-weapon 
To use against these relentless tides? 
 
[Chorus] 
Y’know being in the same thought-camp doesn’t equal ally-hood 
But someone with a different tack passed through the same wood 
As long as our focus is what’s new 
Posturing is what we’ll apply ourselves to 
While there is a parade of surpassing 
Previous knowledge is fading. 
 
[Bridge] 
Save worthwhile work from each current craze  
Yesterday a library, today it’s ablaze 
Scholar hurry and read the truth about the matter 
Different perspectives you need to put together.  
 
[Chorus] 
Being in the same thought-camp doesn’t equal ally-hood 
But someone with a different tack passed through the same wood 
As long as our focus is what’s new 
Posturing is what we’ll apply ourselves to 
While there is a parade of surpassing 
Previous knowledge is fading. 
 
[Repeat Chorus] 
Being in the same thought-camp doesn’t equal ally-hood 
But someone with a different tack passed through the same wood 
As long as our focus is what’s new 
Posturing is what we’ll apply ourselves to 
While there is a parade of surpassing 
Previous knowledge is fading. 
 
While there is a parade of surpassing 
Previous knowledge is fading. 
 
Previous knowledge is fading. 

 
 
 


